
INSTALLATION CHECKLIST FOR PROPER PUSH TO OPEN DOOR OPERATION:
1.  Before installing unit, check cabinet base with spirit level ensuring the cabinet is level. Floor of cabinet cannot have 

more than 1/4 of an inch drop from front to back. 
2.  Install unit into cabinet and check that door falls open properly:

•  Push on the door at the center of door about 1” down from the top of the door. Push in until you here an audible 
“click” from the door latch.

•  Remove hand from door and let the door fall freely. Door should open on its own and come to a controlled stop at full 
open. 

3.  If the unit is not level, the door may stick before reaching fully the open position, most notably getting stuck open 
approximately 1” from closed position. If this occurs, follow the steps in next section to verify.

Checking if the Unit is Level after Installation:
1.  Place spirit level vertically against either vertical brace (DO NOT measure using the door) as demonstrated in 

illustration. 
NOTE: The vertical brace is the component on which the door hinges engage with the oven.
2. Check that the unit is level based on one of the following conditions:

•  If using a bubble level: the bubble should be centered between the indicator lines, ensuring that the bubble is not 
touching or extended past either line.

• If using a digital level: the level should measure ±1 degree from vertical.
3.  If unit does not meet one of the conditions indicated in #2, add shims to front or rear of unit or adjust the cabinet base if 

possible, to adjust the unit. If major adjustments are required, please contact cabinet maker or carpenter. 
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